
Griffin Primary School
EYFS Medium Term Plan 2021 - 2022

(Adult Led Provocations and Discrete teaching)
Class: Dolphins R
Term: Summer 1
Whole School ICB Theme: Sharing the planet
Year Group ICB Question: Who lives in the forest?
Key texts: Yucky Worms;  The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson;  Trees by Lemniscates;  Tidy by Emily Gravett;  Because of an Acorn by
Lola M Schaefer; Moth by Carol Ann Duffy (in I am the seed… p. 171)

1) Context and overview of
learning intent

Students will experience this theme first hand, in our forest in the city learning space.  They will explore the forest
animals, and their habitats. Students will develop their enjoyment and appreciation of woodlands through playing and
learning in nature during weekly forest school sessions. Students will begin to understand the importance of
environmentally friendly choices in everyday life (e.g. composting, recycling). Students will develop a better
understanding of what a forest truly is, discovering the various plants and wildlife that live within it. Alongside this,
students will begin their work in 20 and beyond, addition and subtraction in maths.

2) STICKY KNOWLEDGE

10 facts all students will KNOW
by the end of the learning theme

1. To know facts about, and describe a forest, and explain some of the reasons why forests are
important
Children will learn about the habitat of a forest through fiction and nonfiction books, artwork and
illustration, and the internet. (UW, CL)

2. To name at least 5 animals/creatures who live in a forest
Children will learn about woodland creatures through books, film, observation, role play and small
world play as well as from playing in the natural setting. (UW)

3. To compare and explain some similarities and differences between a forest and another
environment, i.e. a jungle, desert, ocean
Children will learn about the habitat of a forest through fiction and nonfiction books, artwork, and the
internet, alongside the features of other environments, such as the jungle, to gain understanding of
similarities and differences. (UW, CL)

4. To accurately count to 20, and correctly identify and match each numeral
Children will practise counting, recognising numerals, matching quantities to a number using a variety
of physical resources such as counting animals, loose parts, natural objects, 10 and 20 frames,
numicon, their own fingers, pictures etc. (M)

5. To add and subtract with single digit numbers, using concrete resources
Children will practise and develop their growing understanding of addition and subtraction, with single
digit numbers, using a variety of physical resources such as counting animals, loose parts, natural
objects, 10 and 20 frames, numicon, their own fingers, pictures etc. (M)

6. To identify basic 3D shapes, and use language such as face, edge and surface with increasing
accuracy
Children will have frequent opportunities to physically handle, identify and create patterns with 3D



shapes. Adults will correctly model the language associated with correctly identifying 3D shape
properties and features for students to begin to develop, and independently use. (M)

7. To be able to explain what recycling is, and why it is important for our planet
The children will learn to sort rubbish according to their material: paper, plastic, organic. They will
engage in the recycling process to understand how it works, and engage in junk modelling and create
their own paper mache. Children will then learn through fiction and nonfiction texts the importance,
and some of the benefits of recycling (UW, EAD)

8. To listen to music, explain what music is to them, and describe the sounds they can hear
Children will listen to various music, explain how it makes them feel, and describe the sounds they
can hear (CL, EAD)

9. To confidently identify and blend with all phase 2 and 3 sounds, as well as reading phase 2, 3
and 4 tricky words within sentences with increasing accuracy
Children will continue to develop and consolidate their fluency in reading through daily phonics
sessions, and reading groups 3x a week. Phase 4 teaching will begin this term (L)

10. To show sensitivity towards others, and to others’ needs
The children will develop a greater understanding of how to show sensitivity towards others through
role play and discussion, PATHS teaching and zones of regulation. (PSED)

3) SEND students who can
access whole-class
teaching/provision with some
adaptations

Visual communication cards; adult support on the carpet, now-next boards, sand timer, special box of items, choice
boards






